Putative immunolocalization of the mechanoelectrical transduction channels in mammalian cochlear hair cells.
Hair cells bear an apical bundle of stereocilia arranged in serried rows. Deflection of the bundle controls the opening and closing of mechanoelectrical transduction channels, thereby altering the conductance across the apical plasma membrane. Two locations for these channels have been proposed in the bundle, either near the bases of the stereocilia or towards their tips. One hypothesis that is consistent with the latter possibility suggests that fine extracellular filaments, which run between the tips of the shorter stereocilia and the sides of the taller stereocilia behind, operate the channels. Determining the precise position of the channels is essential to test this hypothesis. We have therefore attempted to localize them immunocytochemically. Because hair-cell transduction is amiloride sensitive, the channels may have an amiloride-binding site associated with them. We have therefore used a polyclonal antibody raised against another amiloride-sensitive ion channel to hunt for them. This antibody recognizes a 62-64 kDa band in immunoblots of cochlear tissue, and produces discrete labelling in the hair bundle. This is most concentrated just below the tips of the shorter stereocilia, coinciding with a region of specialization in the closely apposed membranes of the short and tall stereocilia but not with either end of the tip link.